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PRESIDENT’S LETTER  
 
Meetings are great.  Well, before I get carried away, 
they are also a lot of work and, at times, they really 
don’t deliver what is promised.  Yet, when people 
get together around a common mission and shared 
interests, good things usually happen.  I believe this 
drive to social relationship is one aspect of our 
being made in the image of a relational God. When 
the focus of a meeting activity is how the Lordship 
of Jesus Christ influences our vocation as 
psychiatrists, good things are likely to happen. 
 
Indeed, our annual meeting in San Diego this year 
was a special time for us as believing psychiatrists. 
Before I go further, kudos go out  to Sherri Williams 
again this year for coordinating a remarkably 
smooth meeting. It is hard for me to believe she 
hasn’t been doing this for years.  It was that good!  
 
This year we had 52 psychiatrists (with 10 guests) 
attend our meetings and 66 visitors at our booth in 
the “marketplace” of the APA’s annual meeting who 
asked for more info about our organization.  I was 
struck again by how valuable the booth is as an 
organizing, meeting connection for our Section and 
for those who are seeking.  I met a middle age, 
Jewish psychiatrist who had recently become a 
Christian.  His story is both fascinating and faith 
enhancing. He described a spiritual restlessness 
suddenly arising in his secular life. As part of an 
intrigue about “the Christian right”, he decided to 
explore the scriptures and, as he said, “see what the 
fuss was about.”  At the same time, he met a group 
of believers who offered support and love, and 
finally he committed to Christ and became baptized 
in the faith.  As he walked by the booth, the 
displayed word “Christian” attracted him; he didn’t 
know there were any psychiatrist Christians!  We 
had a brief interaction, and yet if we were not there 
he would not have personally known of psychiatrist 
believers.  I trust the Lord will continue to work in 
his life and hopefully our relationship with him will 
continue and grow.   
 
The meeting brought numerous young, early career 
psychiatrists with great energy, enthusiasm and 
commitment.  One of the vital functions of our 
organization is to provide a link between past, 
current, and emerging generations of believers.  
Again, this year the “drop in” social time at the 

beginning of the meeting was an exciting time and 
served as a great start to the week, meeting many 
of these new friends and re-connecting with old 
ones.  This will become a staple in our annual 
meeting program.   
 
In the past, the President’s column has been a time 
to report on the annual meeting. This year we are 
trying something different.  We have several 
individuals offering comments on our sessions. 
Their observations are sprinkled throughout the 
newsletter.  These perspectives of other members 
and executive committee members are valued.  I will 
reserve the remainder of my comments on one area 
of inspiration and insight I gained from our meeting 
together. 
 
It is important for the Christian to live a life full of 
compassion and love balanced by a life of 
disciplined adherence to God’s laws.  This theme 
jumped out at me as I listened to Toni Dolfo-Smith, 
our speaker on Tuesday morning. Toni is the 
Executive Director of Living Waters, a healing 
ministry to those desiring to leave the homosexual 
lifestyle. Perhaps the most captivating aspect of his 
presentation was the recounting of his own struggle 
with homosexuality and the factors which led him to 
a heterosexual lifestyle, marriage and fatherhood.  
As Toni described his journey into what he 
described as spiritual and emotional wholeness, he 
movingly offered his experience of taking his son to 
Saturday morning soccer practice with other fathers 
with their sons. As he worked with his son in 
developing physical skills, Toni felt that he was 
finally “one of the guys”; a feeling that had been 
missing much of his life.  He described his 
homosexual experience as walking side by side 
another person, in contrast to his relationship with 
his wife which he described as seeing her face to 
face. The powerful images of creation, men and 
women being made in the image of God for each 
other, resonated throughout his talk.   
 
But Toni had a powerful message for us as believers 
and for the Church.  He said two things. He first 
experienced rejection and hostility from the Church, 
something that may still remain, described in 
secular language as “homophobia”.  As I listened, I 
had to admit that this harshness and rigidity may 



still characterize some spiritual communities. This 
experience was extremely difficult for Toni and kept 
him ostracized from the Church, negatively 
affecting his faith journey.  Since he has become 
exclusively heterosexual, he has observed a very 
different type of problem in the Church. As the 
Church has increasing embraced those with 
homosexuality, a needed corrective, it has lost 
some ability to speak the truth in love.  God’s 
design for the continuation of the human race is 
based on a relationship between man and woman.  
The expectation of adherence to the created order 
has been overshadowed. The loving acceptance of 
all individuals has not been accompanied by as clear 
an affirmation of the principles of the created order. 
Toni left us with the clear message that both 
extremes are a problem: rejection of homosexual 
individuals and the unquestioning acceptance of 
homosexual behavior.   
 
As I was listening, I found myself thinking of Jesus 
discussion with the woman caught in adultery, as 
recounted in eighth chapter of John.  I suspect the 
reason for my association was the larger spiritual 
truth embodied in many situations other than 
homosexuality.  In this passage, Jesus asked those 
who “were without sin” to cast the first stone in a 
death by stoning, which the Old Testament Law 
demanded as a consequence of adultery.  After a 
period of inactivity and silence, Jesus asked the 
woman, “Did anyone condemn you?” When she 

replied “No,” the memorable words of Jesus were, 
“Neither do I condemn you, go your way and from 
now on sin no more.”   
Who better than a group of psychiatrists to believe 
in free associations? Why, at the moment I was 
listening to Toni, did this passage jump into my 
mind? I think it’s fairly obvious.  Jesus embraced the 
woman who was about to be rejected and even 
stoned.  His compassion for her and defense of her 
was missing in Tony’s earlier experience with 
Christian believers.  At the same time, Jesus’ 
compassion was not mindless and it was perhaps 
the first “tough love”, before the term was ever 
coined. Jesus gave a clear admonition “…, go and 
sin no more.”   
 
It is possible we have gone from rejection of the 
homosexual to embracing the homosexual, missing 
the admonition to “go and sin no more”.  This is a 
very difficult balance to keep but is one that is 
important in matters of homosexuality and others.  
In fact, what ultimately helped Toni was the love of 
a caring priest who did not reject him.  At the same 
time, this person held him accountable and spoke 
the truth in love: that God desired men and women 
to find each other, according to His plan for 
creation. God loves us, but he expects something 
from us. 
 
Allan M. Josephson, M.D. 
President 

PEOPLE in the NEWS 
 

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS   
Applications approved at recent Executive Board Meetings have come from… 
Dr. Elizabeth Kane, Morgantown, WV, Resident , West Virginia Univ, Morgantown. 
Dr. Melissa West, Webster Groves MO, practicing in Saint Louis MO, CMDA member. 
Dr. Brian Briscoe, . Louisville KY, Resident at University of Louisville. CMDA member. 
Dr. Ian Kling,  Joplin MO, private practice. CMDA member. 
 
A Remembrance of JAMES HARVEY CARTER, SR. M.D.  1935 – 2007 
I was saddened recently to hear of the death on 
March 8, 2007 of Jim Carter.  He was a member of 
the Christian Medical and Dental Association and a 
frequent attendee, along with his lovely wife, Elsie, 
of many of the Psychiatry Section activities  

He was a tenured professor of psychiatry at Duke 
University Medical Center and attained the rank of 
Colonel in the US Army Reserves as well as 
Distinguished Life Fellow of the APA.  He published 
two textbooks, wrote 57 articles in refereed 
journals and 9 chapters in other professional works. 

But he rejoiced most when he was able to win a 
suicidal patient to Christ and in knowing that many 
others were more faithfully serving the LORD 

because of his involvement in their lives. 
Professionally, he leaves the Carter Clinic to carry 
on his work and the James H. Carter Lecture Series, 
which for the past 16 or 17 years has focused on 
the care of minority patients. 

I first got to know him when he agreed to 
participate in a panel I chaired on worldview and 
religion at the APA annual meetings several years 
ago. I found him to be extremely bright, personable 
and passionate. Above all, he was a passionate 
Christian who loved and served the LORD.  He will 
be sorely missed. 

Irving S. Wiesner, M.D. 

 



CMDA invites Psychiatry Section member to speak…… 
Psychiatry Section Vice President, Dr. John Peteet, was invited to speak at the CMDA Annual Meeting held this 
year in Orlando, Florida.  His first talk was entitled "Christian Reflections on Depression", and his second 
seminar was on "Suicide and Spirituality: A Clinical Perspective". During the talk, he used brief clips from several 
movies to illustrate clinical dilemmas in dealing with suicide and its aftermath, and invited the audience to 
discuss their spiritual dimension. Dr. Peteet wishes to thank Dr. Margaret Yoon, psychiatry resident from 
Cambridge, MA, for her help with the AV portion of the program. 
 

News from this year’s APA in San Diego, California 
 

Many Psych Section members stopped by to see us at the CMDA Booth or attended 
functions at the Embassy Suites this year.  It was so good to see you all!  
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Kroon, Green Valley, AZ 
Dr. Pierre Unger and Ralph Unger, Strasbourg, France 
Dr. Stephen Preas, Snellville, GA 
Dr. Terry M. Johnson, Bismarck, ND 
Dr. John Peteet, Boston, MA 
Dr. and Mrs. George Harding, Loma Linda, CA 
Dr. Nadine Nyhus, Guelph, Ontario, Canada 
Dr. Sam Thielman, Kenya, Africa 
Dr. Mark Servis, Sacramento, CA 
Dr. and Mrs. Chad Priestley, Morgantown, WV 
Dr. Anne McKnight, Dunn, NC 
Dr. and Mrs. Scott Armstrong, Hillsboro, OR 
Dr. Phil and Rosa Lewis, Whittier, CA 

Dr. Paul Cochran, Tulsa OK 
Dr. Ben Lafferty, Morgantown, WV 
Dr. Clark Ballard, Steilacoom, WA 
Dr. Doris Araujo, Ramona, CA 
Dr. John Raney, Glendale, AZ 
Dr. and Mrs. Steve Mory, Mechanicsville PA 
Dr. Kimberly Best, Philadelphia PA 
Dr. Allan Josephson, Louisville KY 
Dr. John Yarbrough, Morgantown, WV 
Dr. Eric Achytes, Boston MA 
Dr. Daryl Knox, Houston, TX 
Dr. and Mrs. Rich Heckmann, Fayetteville, AR 

 

Welcome to CMDA members and visitors who joined us at Section meetings this year: 
Dr. Anthony Duk, Riverside, CA 
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Roth, Loma Linda, CA 
Dr. Alphonso Nichols and Rachelle Nichols, Louisville, 
KY 
Dr. Dick Brouwer, Tilburg, Netherlands 
Dr. Rhoda Gottfried, Loma Linda, CA 
Dr. Ricardo Whyte, Loma Linda, CA 
Dr and Mrs. Steve Maurer, Loma Linda, CA 
Dr. Matthew Suh, Dr. Margaret Yoon and Christopher, 
Boston MA 
Dr. Michael Tramell, San Diego, CA 
Dr and Mrs. Don Van Schenck, Sacramento,CA 
Dr. Williams Kinghorn, Durham, NC 
Dr. Sandy Rackley, Rochester, MN 

Dr. E. Anthony Allen, Jamaica 
Dr. Marshall Simpson, Columbus, GA 
Dr. Jose Matthew, Roanoke, VA 
Dr. Scott Kim 
Dr. Gerritt Glas, Netherlands 
Dr. Itoro Ibia, Reston, VA 
Dr. Mehret Gebretsadik, St. Louis MO  
Dr. George Christison, Redlands, CA 
Dr. Tom Conboy, Ogdensburg, NY 
Dr. Randall Christenson, Grand Rapids, MI 
Dr. Rick Houser, Marion, CT 
Dr. Pierre Gambon, Quebec, Canada 
Dr. Violet Okech, Kenya 
Dr. Michael Duncansen, Scarsdale, NY 

Questions/Comments at the Booth: 
1. Is psychiatric illness the same as demon possession? 
2. I am Catholic.  Could I be a member of your organization?  
3. I am a Christian from (pick one: China, South Africa, United Arab Emirates, Hungary).  Can 

I be on your mailing list? 
4. Can I take this book now? I can’t order it in my country. (“Jesus, MD” by Dr. Dave                
     Stephens)    
5.  I go to CAPS every year in NC, but I did not know about you. 
6.  Where is there psychiatric illness in the New Testament? 
7.  I know in grieving I can’t help a person anymore so I send them to a priest.  I feel helpless 
     because I have done everything I know to do… Do you have suggestions? 
8.  It is so good to see you again this year! 
 



By Dr. Rich Heckmann
 

Many thanks to Sherri Williams and the executive 
committee for coordinating Psych Section activities 
at the San Diego APA meeting. As usual, the Section 
booth in the exhibit hall had many visitors. Those 
who have "worked the booth" over the last several 
years noticed an increase this year in visitors who 
had never heard of the Section or of the idea of 
integrating Christianity with psychiatry. This was a 
great blessing. Particularly prominent was the 
higher number of international psychiatrists 
stopping by, many of whom spoke of the challenges 
of integrating one's faith with medical practice in 
political and cultural environments much more 
hostile than what we have here. Visitors from such 
homelands as Denmark, the Netherlands, Poland, 
Ukraine, Italy, Egypt, Zaire, India, Korea, and Japan 
testified repeatedly to the search for Truth and the 
impact it can have on various treatment problems. 
They were surprised and encouraged to discover 
colleagues in a similar search. 
 
One can "make connections" at the APA in other 
ways as well. Keep your ears and eyes open for 
potential "divine appointments." I was nursing an 
aching back in the Hilton foyer before an evening 
"industry symposium," waiting for the opening 
stampede into the banquet hall. I was distracted 
from my conversation with my wife by a wry remark 
from a man behind us, to no-one in particular, 

about the rigors of waiting for such events. 
Decision: Do Ruth and I go on as if we'd heard 
nothing, or turn around and "make contact"? We are 
glad that, tired though we were, and (really) not 
wanting to be bothered, we did the latter. 
It turned out that our neighbor was not only a witty 
and pleasant  diversion from the tedium of the wait, 
but is the director of MH services for the domestic 
court system of a very large city, and quite 
interested in "outside-the-box" solutions for the 
treadmill of family wreckage that his agency was 
charged with handling. He is a Christian, and was 
surprised to hear of our organization.  He visited 
the booth the next day, and also attended the 
banquet that evening. We learned that he is also on 
the board of a foundation that offers competitive 
higher education opportunities to at-risk kids who 
are invited to live with host families during their 
high school years.   

NEWS FROM THE BOOTH 

 
All Section members, whether volunteering at the 
exhibit booth, or just by expecting God to use you 
during your convention trip, can do as Jesus did, 
walking through doors God opens, and reaching out 
to people He brings near you. "Try it; you'll like it! 
Jesus Himself promises that it will be more 
satisfying than eating the same beef-and-salmon 
dinner two nights in a row, or hearing yet another 
speaker about bipolar disorder or ADHD. 

 
Monday Morning Breakfast by John Yarbrough, MD 
Dr. Mark Servis was our meeting's first speaker Monday morning and his talk was titled “Christian 
Faith in Academic Psychiatry: Separation, Identification, or Transformation.” Dr. Servis currently is a 
Vice Chair for Education, Professor, and Residency Training Director at the Department of Psychiatry 
and Behavioral Sciences at UC Davis. He shared personal and private recollections of his psychiatric 
journey. We came to know his wife and children through stories and images as Dr. Servis provided. He 
examined the victories and downfalls of his personal walk with Christ and his ongoing battle to 
properly place Christ and his family in the appropriate priority. I particularly enjoyed his willingness to 
demonstrate vulnerability. His encouragement was palpable as all who attended seemed to be 
evaluating their own priorities and preferences. 
 
TUESDAY MORNING BREAKFAST   By Sherri Williams, RN 
Toni Dolfo-Smith’s poignant description of a young bi-racial man growing up in apartheid South Africa is forever 
in my heart and mind.  But his honest discussion of the loneliness, rejection and conflicted nature that lead to 
sexual sin is more revealing.  His desire to now use these understandings to walk along side and help others 
struggling with the similar problems is quite obviously a unique call from the Lord.  May God continue to richly 
bless his ministry! 

 
TUESDAY BANQUET      BY JOHN PETEET, M.D.  
At the Section’s banquet William Roth, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at Loma Linda School of 
Medicine, gave a provocative and practical talk on “Christian Psychiatry: Nurturing Growth with an Eye to the Future and an 
Ear to the Past”.  
 
After working with Campus Crusade for Christ, Dr. Roth attended seminary and graduate school in psychology before joining 
the faculty at Loma Linda, where for over 20 years he has practiced, supervised residents and taught courses including 
personality theory and the integration of psychiatry and spirituality.  



 
Addressing his comments to a theme of the meeting, Dr. Roth distinguished three levels of integration: theoretical, practical 
and personal. At the level of theory, he compared what the Scriptures and contemporary psychiatry have to say about the 
central role of the heart in human functioning. But going beyond the heart as a metaphor for emotion and will, he noted the 
heart’s afferent parasympathetic innervations and ability to calm the individual via the amygdale and the stress response it 
mediates, as indicated by measures such as heart rate variability. He then suggested that at a practical level Christian 
psychiatrists are in a unique and important position to foster transformation using this knowledge, and the wisdom left by the 
desert fathers about spiritual direction. By helping a consenting patient learn to offer up to God not only his thoughts, but the 
“bundled up” feelings of his heart and to listen to God’s response, a psychiatrist can facilitate his patient’s experience of 
God, who can literally calm his heart and mind. 
 
At the personal level, Dr. Roth encouraged clinicians to practice contemplative prayer as way to experience the Holy Spirit 
more fully, as described both in the writings of the desert fathers and of contemporary Christians such as Dallas Willard. 
Recognizing that some of us might be unfamiliar with this approach, if not actually skeptical, he provided both references 
from the scientific literature on the role of the heart in the emotional life, and helpful resources for learning more about 
spiritual direction.  
 

Wednesday Integration Seminar: From Dr. Paul Cochran 
On the last morning, just before the annual business meeting, we heard from 2 members that were at the '06 
Toronto meeting & elected as Secretary/Treasurer & Resident Liaison Member; Nadine Nyhus (of Toronto) & 
John Yarbrough (of U of W VA psych program) respectively. They were surprisingly exciting speakers. I say that 
not because of any notion of lowered expectation, but because they were not the banner-head speakers of the 
overall program.  
 
John spoke with a Power Point presentation, of his trek with family in tow from CA to West Virginia University to 
attend a psych residency program that boasted of a 'Spiritual Track' but discovered that, in essence, it was his 
Spiritual Assignment to start the program, develop its mission statement, to design the curriculum & to 
organize it into being. He credited his wife & fellow APA/CMDA residents like attendee Ben Lafferty & select 
faculty with helping in this daunting task & spoke of seeing the project to fruition (Proverbs 16:9 A man's heart 
plans his way, But the LORD directs his steps). Some in attendance provided some advice as John described the 
stiff opposition he was to encounter along the way-and why not, Satan's not happy when people get saved (as 9 
have) & 'order their ways before the Lord' as others have as a result of their efforts. John encourages others to 
visit the CMDA Psych Section web site & even to write him (jyarbrough@hsc.wvu.edu) to get some planning 
advice for starting a “Christian Initiative” at their residency program. 
 
Nadine Nyhus of the Toronto area carries a great enthusiasm & similar knack for 'getting things done' in her 
area of Canada. She's also had to blaze some trails there to help patients suffering from the effects of 
childhood trauma with a unique combination of spiritual (aka Christian) help, EMDR (Eye Movement 
Desensitization & Reprogramming), & Cognitive Therapy. She has similarly encountered some opposition, yet 
has succeeded. She presented several cases and I was left with a firm determination to incorporate EMDR in my 
own practice---something I was decidedly not intending to do after the EMDR-intro I received in my own 
residency, owing to the energy & enthusiasm Nadine infused into the topic & the illustrations of success she 
has brought to her patient's lives. We are all becoming more aware of the lasting effects of emotional trauma in 
our patient's lives, & intuitively sense the impotence of a med-only therapeutic approach. We would love to hear 
more from her on these topics in the future.  
 
These brief reviews are a very small glimpse of the many exciting & career-altering & spiritually invigorating 
experiences that we all had by becoming involved at the Section's activities at the annual APA meeting, & hope 
that even more of us will be meeting in DC next year! 
 
THE PSYCH SECTION IS PLEASED TO OFFER OUR MEMBERS A SET OF 2007 ANNUAL MEETING 
BREAKFAST TALKS ON CD.  IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, MAIL OR FAX ( 404.325.5064) THE FORM 
BELOW WITH $10 TO COVER POSTAGE AND HANDLING: 
YOUR NAME __________________________________________________________________________ 
 ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 CITY, STATE, ZIP:______________________________________________________________________ 
SEND $10: CHECK #________OR CHARGE:  acct no.________________________________________ 
             Expiration date_____________ Card type:  MC, Visa, AE 
Phone number where we can reach you in case of problems:__________________________ 
 



 
 
If you have moved or changed addresses, e-mails, or phone numbers, please let the administrative office 
know. The next directory is due out in the early winter so we need your updates.  And if you have not joined or 
sent in your 2007 dues, do so today! Our application is at www.cmda.org (search on Psychiatry Section). 
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